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Introduction 
The need to more intelligently and 

efficiently manage water distribution 

systems is increasingly more important to 

agencies managing such networks 

seeking a way to increase the reliability 

of their systems, the uninterrupted quality 

service of their “customers” and the cost-

efficient operations and maintenance of 

the aging distribution networks 

(Christodoulou, S. et al, 2006). 
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Abstract  
Water as a resource to any nation, should be well planned, developed, conserved, 

distributed and managed effectively. But due to accelerating urban growth and 

lack of updated Map showing the existing water distribution network in Bauchi 

metropolis, it has increasingly become difficult to manage the water distribution 

effectively. This study has established survey controls points (Table 1) in the study 

area. These controls provided the needed control stations for the georeferencing 

of the analogue map and the satellite imagery.  Traverse and detailed survey of the 

existing water pipeline routes in part of New GRA, Bauchi was carried out using 

these controls. Spatial database were created to show the relationship of pipe with 

attribute data. At the end of the study a spatial database that shows the water 

distribution system of part of Bauchi metropolis, Bauchi state was created. This 

study has provided reliable, up-to-date spatial information of the study area.  
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According to Henry and Ehiorobo (2015), “Water is vital for man’s existence and 

without it, there would be no life on earth. As a resource to any nation, it should be 

well planned, developed, conserved, distributed and managed. Its infrastructure should 

be properly maintained to avoid future water problems. The total water requirement is 

on the increase and the per capita water consumption is also on the increase due to the 

increase in population and civilization(Al- layla et al, 1978; Audu and Anyata, 2010; 

Audu and Ehiorobo, 2010; Audu and Edokpia, 2010)”. Under the most optimistic 

scenario, the world’s population is expected to grow from more than six billion in 2000 

to at least eight billion by 2025. 
 

WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (WDS) 

Certainly, the size and nature of water distribution system (WDS) may vary 

significantly from one another; but they all have the same basic purpose, to deliver 

safe water from the source to the user. Water distribution networks co-exist with 

human society for Thousands years. They serve daily water needs of the people quietly 

after being laid underground. They are necessary and important but seldom noticed by 

the public, except when they are under construction or maintenance (Audu and 

Ehiorobu, 2015). The issue of the management for water supply systems is 

increasingly important considering the continuous evolution of settlements.  

According to Patel and Prakash (2016); A large amount of money is invested around 

the world to provide piped water supply facilities. Even then, an enormous population 

of the world is suffering by inadequate water supply system. Approximately 80% to 

85% of the cost of a total water supply system is contributed toward water transmission 

and the water distribution network. Management of water supply networks is 

important in urban or rural settlements development framework by the fact that water 

is one of the main factors influencing this. The water supply networks must follow 

with various parameters concerning the quality and quantity of water provided to 

consumers. Consumers should benefit from certain characteristic flow, pressure, water 

quality prescribed by the normative in force. Management of water supply networks 

is monitored by the use of an up to date Maps, Specialized programs eg. Autocad, 

ArcMap and with the help of these, reports shall be made through GIS models. GIS 

models store, transform, analyze and visualize spatial data of the real world (Burrough, 

1986).  

 

STUDY AREA 

Bauchi is the capital of Bauchi state Nigeria. It lies between Latitude10°12'20" to 

10°30'17" and Longitude 09°38'13" to10°00'04". Bauchi town water supply in its 

current form dates back to 1980, with the creation of Gubi dam. The treated water is 
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conveyed to the reservoirs at Warinje and Guru hills. The water is then distributed in 

different directions to the various parts of the Bauchi town under gravity. The 

projected coordinate system selected for this work is the Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM), the reference sphere is the World Geodetic System WGS 1984 

(WGS84), and the area of study lies in zone 32. 

 

                 
 

 

 

  

DATA ACQUISITION 

Data acquisition for the study is divided into two parts, namely: 

* Vector data  

* Attribute data  

 

VECTOR DATA 

This was divided into two stages: 

i. Primary data 

ii. Secondary data 

 

PRIMARY DATA  

This involves control survey conducted using Sokkia GRX1 GNSS Receivers SN/673-

013505, 673-01282 and 673-01019 with complete accessories. The instrument were 

used in Network Real Time Kinematic (RTK) mode to capture data of 10 new control 

points. The base receivers were stationed over a geodetic primary airport control 

station (PACS), DNBA 001 and CSB 035s.  Both the bases as well as the rover 

receivers were set up for data collection at one second epoch, all the observations were 

within 10km radius from the base stations and for a minimum of 10 epochs in a single 

Fig.1a: Map of Nigeria 

showing 

States of the Federation 

Fig.1b: Map of Bauchi 

State 

indicating the study area 
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session. In order to avoid any ambiguity, intersection points such as roundabouts were 

used in selecting the points. 

 

Table 1: The control points obtained and used for georeferencing  

 Easting (m) Northing (m) Location Description 

1. 592124.714  1143837.111 Awalah roundabout 

2. 587423.129 1136609.199 A.T.B.U Junction 

3. 596834.525 1139847.296 Inkil railway Crossing 

4. 587221.555 1140265.716 Zaranda Hotel Junction 

5. 592665.429 1140368.022 Central MKT R/about 

6. 592736.109 1137979.111 Railway roundabout 

7. 590059.199 1141053.403 Eagle roundabout 

8. 590154.039 1137620.252 Wikki oil Junction 

9. 594090.211 1144195.465 Gida dubu Junction 

10. 594821.395 1140175.865 H/Assembly Junction 

 

SECONDARY DATA 

Secondary data include Pleiades (50cm spatial resolution) 2012 satellite imagery 

covering the study area was acquired from Bauchi Geographic information system 

(BAGIS), (Astrium Geo information services, France, 2012). 

 

ATTRIBUTE DATA 

These are unique information about an entity which includes its geo-spatial 

information. So any other information about an entity that does not include its X,Y,Z 

coordinates is an attribute. Accordingly any information that gives a detail description 

of spatial data such that when sighted the entity becomes obvious. It also means the 

total information about an objective both positional and attributes information. For 

these study oral interviews was carried out within the sampled population.  

 

DATA PROCESSING 

In which the data are transformed into different structures to serve different functions. 

 

SCANNING /GEO-REFERENCING 

The existing map was scanned with an A0 scanner. This captured the existing map at 

once and provided a raster data of the scanned map. The 10 control points observed 

were used to geo-reference the scanned image and check the Pleiades satellite imagery. 

This process adjusted the scanned and satellite images geometrically to same location 

and in the same coordinate system as the control point. 
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DISCUSSIONS 

The most fundamental of all tools provided by a GIS are those involved with database 

query and its ability to perform complex spatial analysis and modeling operations in 

support of environmental management planning (S.A Ajibade 2002). 

Some of the queries that can be raised in this study include: 

* What are the sizes and types of the pipes in new GRA? 

* Where are the types and sizes of the pipes located? 

* Where are the pipes that have sizes of 150mm located? 

* How many buildings in New GRA are using borehole? 

* How many buildings in New GRA are using well? 

* How many buildings (houses) receive water from the network? 

The list is not exhaustive, as it depends on the amount of data in the database. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, the effectiveness of GIS technology as a tool for managing water 

distribution system was assessed by performing a number of queries and analysis on 

the database using arc-view query builder. 

Query 1:  The query shows houses that uses ‘borehole’ as their source of water.  

Querry2: The query shows houses that uses ‘Well’ as their source of water.  

Query 4: It shows the location of 150mm diameter pipes. 

Query 5: The query shows pipes that are made of plastics. 

The queries were able to produce a result which shows that it will be able to answer 

structured questions, but all depends on the quality of the data base used. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

There is the need to change the analogue system of record keeping to a computerized 

system for easy management. Having explored the potentiality of GIS as a tool for 

water distribution management, this study should be reviewed with a view to expand 

its scope to cover the entire city. 
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QUERY 1: Shows houses that use boreholes as their source of water. 

 

 
QUERY 2: Show houses that use Wells as their source of water. 
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QUERY 3: Shows the location of pipes of 150mm diameter. 

 

 
QUERY 4: Shows pipes that are made of plastics. 
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